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Background

• Additive Manufacturing (AM) is becoming a widespread 
manufacturing method.

• The most common form of AM is Fused Deposition Modeling 
(FDM)

• 3D printing relies on material commonly known as filament
• Information on the material properties of filament post printing 

is scarce
• The information that is available focuses on niche properties 

and filaments with few generalized analyses available
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To begin one must ask themselves a single question. What is 3D printing? 3D printing is another term for additive manufacturing and in recent years it has become a widespread manufacturing method. The most common form of 3D printing is known as FDM or Fused Deposition Modleling. The exact mechanics of FDM will be explained shortly, but it must be noted that it is the most common form of 3D printing used in general manufacturing. FDM 3D printers have to use a material commonly known as filament. Filament will also be covered shortly but it should be noted that most models dictate the filament that can be used. The purpose of this project was to experimentally determine material properties due to the fact that information on material properties is scarce and what does exist focuses on niche subjects. It should also be noted that while filament producers have released information on their respective filament they are not perfectly transparent with their methodology and also cannot remain unbiased. 



Fused Deposition 
Modeling (FDM)

• FDM printing relies on a 
simple feeding system

• The extruded material is 
fed onto a bed.

• Extruded material binds 
to the previous layer 
fusing layers together 
which is why FDM is 
sometimes referred to as 
Fused Filament 
Fabrication (FFF)

https://apm-designs.com/fdm-vs-sla-3d-printer-tech-comparison/ 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FDM printing is the most common available on the market. FDM  



Materials

• 3D printing filament is commonly a thermoplastic.
• Carbon fiber and metal filaments are less prevalent, but still 

available to the consumer market.
• Common filaments include Polylactic Acid (PLA), Thermoplastic 

Polyurethane (TPU), Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), and 
Polycarbonate (PC).

• Some companies produce filled filaments and filaments with 
additives that change the color, heat resistance, chemical 
resistance, and/or coefficient of friction.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3D printing filament comes in a vast variety of materials though it most commonly is formed out of plastic. Carbon fiber and metal filaments exist but remain less prevalent and more costly. They still remain printable and available to the consumer market, but are less used due to the unique requirements necessary to print them. Common filaments include PLA, TPU, ABS, and PC. These are commonly seen in cold starbucks cups, shoes, lego bricks, and eye glass lenses respectively. Some companies will produce plastic filaments that are filled with shreds of another material such as carbon fiber or wood. These fills change the material properties significantly. Other filaments have additives that change color, heat and chemical resistance, the materials coefficient of friction and other material properties. With this vast array of materials it is difficult to choose one to do a study on. 



Thermoplastic Polyurethane – (TPU)

• TPU is one of a small series of 
“flexible” filaments.

• The TPU in this study had a 
shore hardness of 95A.

• TPU is one of the harder 
materials to print due to its 
flexibility causing issues with 
filament supports and 
extrusion.

• The TPU used in the study was 
created in accordance with ISO 
9001:2015 quality control 
standards.

https://overture3d.com/products/overture-tpu-filament-1-75mm
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The material chosen to analyze is TPU and the reasons for this are broad. TPU is one of the most widely used materials due to it being one of the easiest of the flexible filaments to print. The term flexible is subjective as TPU has different levels of flexibility. The most common is TPU 95A with the 95A referring to shore hardness. For reference 100A referes to a block of ABS which as mentioned previously is the same hardness as a lego brick. Flexible filaments are harder to print due to the flexibility causing issues with extrusion and it sagging when used as a support. The TPU purchased from the company Overture3D was created in accordance with ISO 9001:2015 quality control standards. 



Testing Method
• Standard for AM testing is ASTM D638-14 with ASTM D883-00 and ASTM 

F2971 used as references. 
• D638-14 specifies the Type IV sample for comparing rigid and nonrigid samples.

Dimension Variables Dimension (mm)
Width (W) 6.0 ± 0.50

Cross Sectional Width (Wc) 6.0 +0.00 -0.100 

Length (L) 33.0 ± 0.50 

Outer Width (WO) 19.0 + 6.40 -0.00

Outer Length (LO) 115 no max 

Gauge Length (G) 25 ± 0.13 

Grip Distance (D) 65 ± 5.00 

Inner Radius (R) 14 ± 1.00 

Outer Radius (RO) 25 ± 1.00 

Thickness (T) 3.2  ±0.40 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The tensile testing was performed in accordance with ASTM standard D638-14 with reference given to standards D883 and F2971. D638 is the gold standard of tensile testing and it has been used in an innumerable number of papers involving 3D printed samples. D638 outlines several different sample types with it Type IV sample being the most recommended due to allowing comparison between rigid and nonrigid samples. D883 specifies that a rigid plastic is a plastic with a moduli of elasticity greater than 700 MPa and nonrigid plastic as a plastic with a moduli of elasticity less than 70 MPa



3D Printer –
Prusa 3D Mini

• The nozzle was an E3d   
0.4 mm nozzle

• Heating block and heat 
break are original to the 
printer

• Stepper motors are 
custom made for 
Prusa3D’s printers

• Widely considered one of 
the best companies for 
hobby 3D printing.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Prusa’s printer have fewer additional features reducing the “bells and whistles” that could become failure points in the future. Additionally, they have a simple, straightforward design and use high-quality parts. Prusa’s printers use 3D printed parts for any non or light load bearing components and the parts are printed using their custom produced high-quality 3D printing filament. While having 3D printed parts on a 3D printer ould be a concern it makes replacing parts relatively simple as the company can provide the replacement parts and minimal cost. Additionally, Prusa has custom designed their printers and software to be highly accurate and precise as well as manufacturing their own line of filament to help retain that accuracy and precision. Finally, their test engineers design custom-built filament profiles for a large quantity filaments. Prusa Research



Samples and Printer Settings
Printer setting Values

Detect bridging perimeters ON

Nozzle 230 C

Enable Auto Cooling OFF

Fan Speed 100%

Bridge Fan speed 100%

Disable fan for the first 0 layers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As seen in this image 3 different print directions were used initially. The vertical direction was removed after it was determined that each sample would have to be printed individually at a slow speed due to issues with the nozzle causing the sample to shift layers excessively during printing. The flat and side samples were all printed at tested. This image is a cross-section of the infill pattern which is commonly known as Gyroid. The gyroid shape is structurally isotropic while the crystallographic structure is mildly anisotropic. This is importants as it theoretically means that the structure should have similar characteristics in compression. The printer settings were altered from the amazon basics TPU 95A slicer setting preset created by Prusa3D research. The alterations have been tabulated in this table. Numerous samples were printed as seen in this image and the direction does cause a change in the layer lines as seen in the subsequent image here.



Testing Parameters and 
Setup

• MTS Criterion Model 
43.504 with 
extended height 
modification

• Max load of 50kN
• ASTM D638 specifies 

that for nonrigid 
plastics with an E of 
less than 70 MPa a 
testing rate of 500 
mm/min.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the left is the MTS criterion loaded with a sample and on the right are several sample post testings. As one can see they show extreme elongation and the criterion had an extended height modification in place. The modle 43.504 has a maximum load of 50kN. As mentioned before for nonrigid plastics which TPU was assumed based upon several studies from academic research and manufacture specifications ASTM D638 states that the testing rate is 500mm/min. 



Testing 
Results

• Stress-Strain curves were plotted in MATLAB. 
• The elastic limit is reached nearly instantaneously
• The ultimate stress is relatively low, but the elongation of 

the material is comparable to elastomers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The stress strain curves were plotted in Matlab as seen here. The elastic limit (point to it) is reached at such a rapid rate it is nigh instantaneous. The ultimate stress is relatively low for most plsatics including PLA, however its elongation is comparable to elastomers. Additionally, that elongation is incredibly useful for detecting failure early on in a parts lifespan. Note that sample 50D-7 did snap which is why it has a break line. 



Testing 
Results

• Stress-Strain curves were plotted in MATLAB. 
• Averages were created from existing data using MATLAB 

commands
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The averages were also plotted in matlab as seen here. As sample 50D-7 did break note that the beginning of the break line is due to that singular failed sample. 



Discussion
• TPU behaves similarly to the elastomer
• TPU is technically classed as a Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE)
• The samples don’t fail due to their large plastic deformation region
• The assumption of nonrigid was proved

Average Mat. 
Properties

15% Diagonal 
Infill

50% Diagonal 
Infill

Moduli of 
Elasticity

19.09 MPa ±0.38 23.13 MPa 
+0.91 -0.87

Peak Stress 21.50 MPa 
+0.3 -0.2

23.92 MPa 
+1.38 -1.12

https://polymerdatabase.com/polymer%20physics/Stress-Strain%20Behavior.html 12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As mentioned before TPU mimics the behavior of elastomers. This similarity is logical as TPU is a subset of TPE or Thermoplastic elastomer. Note that TPE is also a printable material, but it is usually much softer and more flexible than TPU making it even more difficult to print. The samples don’t fail due to the large plastic deformation region and the fact that the samples can easily reach 300-400% of their original value when stretched. Finally, the assumption of Nonrigid was proved as seen in the material properties table. 

https://polymerdatabase.com/polymer%20physics/Stress-Strain%20Behavior.html


FEA Simulation-Material 
Assignment

• Finite Element Analysis using 
the same geometry and 
experimentally given data 
[Lee,H. et. al 2019].

• Average Moduli of Elasticity 
was used.

• Average Peak force was 
assigned as the boundary 
conditionMaterial 

Assignment
Moduli of 
Elasticity

Poisson’s 
Ratio

15D 19.09 MPa 0.3897
50D 23.133 MPa 0.3897
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A preliminary FEA modeling analysis was performed using the following material assignment. Note that the basic principle of elastic isotropic material assignment was used due to technical limitations with the plastic isotropic method not producing accurate results. The Poisson’s ratio was found from a similar paper that utilized a Biaxial testing machine to get the Poisson’s ratio value and the average Moduli of Elasticity and Peak force for each case was assigned as a boundary condtion. 



FEA 
Simulation 
Setup

• Elements used are C3D8R which is a type of 8 node brick element
• Final node and element count is 52,725 and 43,554 respectively
• Both experimental results were tested, and a mesh convergence 

analysis was performed.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The element type used was the C3D8R element a type of 8 node brick element which was autoselected by the software after the model was imported from Solidworks. The final node and element count was 52,725 and 43,554 respectively. These values were chosen after a mesh convergency analysi was performed and the values were tested. AS one can see the force was applied to a reference point which had a coupling attached to the top face. The bottom was constrained in the 3 directions (x,y,z). It was meshed and the normal displacement and stresses were calculated. 



FEA Simulation 
Results

• Peak Stress and 
Displacement are in 
agreement with the 
experimental results

• Discrepancies can be 
attributed due to assuming 
elastic isotropic

• Note that the displacement 
does vary significantly and 
is dependent on slippage.

FEA RESULTS MAXIMUM 
NORMAL 
STRESS

MAXIMUM 
DISPLACEMENT

15% 24.17 MPA 74.35 MM

50% 27.06 MPA 75.92 MM
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The maximum normal stress and displacement values are in agreement with experimental results. The discrepancies in values can be attributed to the assumption of elastic isotropic. Note that the displacement value of the experimental results will vary significantly due to slippage. However, without slippage the maximum displacement does match closely on some samples. 



Limitations

• Several additional infills were unable to be tested
• Controlling the temperature during printing was not possible
• Slippage affected the results of the samples
• Were not able to run compressive testing due to not being able 

to find an acceptable standard for nonrigid plastics
• Non unified testing and printing could cause discrepancies in 

results
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Additional infills were not able to be tested due to time constraints in sharing a laboratory. Controlling the temperature during the printing was unavailable due to not having access to a heated enclosure. Slippage was noted during the testing process on some samples which did affect the results. Compressive testing is unavailable for TPU due to not being able to locate an acceptable standard for non-rigid plastics. Due to lab constraints the testing and printing was done in batches which could have caused discrepancies in the results. 



Conclusions and Next Steps

• To conclude TPU 95A behaves as an elastomer and has a 
relatively low ultimate stress.

• The next logical step is to continue FEA analysis on complex 
nonlinear geometries

• Additionally, testing prints out of these nonlinear geometries 
could validate the use of the data in FEA simulations.

• A unique protocol could be created allowing for future 
researchers to expand the bank of existing information
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To conclude TPU 95A is an elastomer with a vast array of applications one of which is its use in medical devices. TPU is especially useful in pediatrics as it is capable of mimicking the soft feel of cartilage and non ossified bones depending on the infill, geometry, and infill pattern. The next logical step in continuing the material testing research is to expand the FEA analysis by applying it to complex nonlinear geometries. Additionally, testing plastic material assignment would be required due to TPU’s small elastic region. Ideal geometries would be bones due to their complex shape.. Additionally, using basic testing rigs on the 3D prints using the same settings would further validate the initial testing data performed during this project and pave the road for a protocol to be created allowing for future researchers to add to the existing pool of data. As mentioned before there are a vast array of materials that could be used, but due to the lack of material property information and the affects of material properties due to print settings it is difficult to design, test, and approve products and parts that are 3D printed. 
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Presentation Notes
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Questions
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